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FOREWORD



This e-book is dedicated to two groups of people:

Those who believe that there must be a more 

intelligent way to build a career than churning out 

slides after slides full of bullet points and gazillions 

of words.

Those who think there must be more to life than 

enduring boring, pointless, nonsensical 

presentations day in and day out.
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Before we begin.

This e-book was borne out of my aversion to have my time wasted by 
creating and listening to muddled, pointless, or coma-inducing pres-
entations.  Therefore it’s only fair for me to begin with what I’m not 
covering in this e-book:

• How to deliver presentations,

• How to make your presentation slides look cool or beautiful,

• How to use slide-maker software more effectively.

My sole focus in this e-book is on writing the content for presenta-
tions.  I will share the method that I use to make presentations more 
understandable, engaging, and persuasive. I will walk you through 
each step to develop clear and convincing content.

FOREWORD
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We can’t start learning the method before we 

fully understand the basic principles of a 

presentation. 

THE PRINCIPLES



A presentation is an event. A presentation is not a thing, and more 
importantly it is not a PowerPoint or Keynote file.

As an event, a presentation has four essential elements:

• Presenter(s),

• The audience,

• Content: what is being presented,

• Delivery: the way the content is being presented.

We can use visual aids to make the content clearer, but they are not 
essentials. Slides are one type of a visual aid in a presentation. Other 
examples are flip charts or props –like Steve Jobs pulling out the Mac 
Book Air from a brown A4 envelope. 

Thanks to technology, we can broadcast a presentation. But we can’t 
send a presentation, because it is not a thing. 

Of course we will never stop getting requests ”to send the 
presentation”.  This is how I usually entertain the request:

• I send them a document that summarizes the content of the 
presentation. On average, the length of that document is 2-pages 
long.

• I send them a PDF file of the slides, but I add corresponding texts 
into each slide’s speaker’s note. The texts are from the same long 
form document explained above.
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PRINCIPLE 1

A presentation is an event.

AudiencePresenter
Content

Delivery



Every presentation should be persuasive. We make presentations to 
convince the audience to agree with our key message. Why bother 
giving a presentation if we’re not trying to change the audience’s be-
havior or mindset? 

We don’t present to inform. Unfortunately too many presenters think 
their aim is to “simply share what I know”. 

If you want to share knowledge, use written formats that give the 
reader enough time to digest the content on their own. In other 
words, use formats like short notes, articles, or infographics.

We often can’t avoid requests to “present a report”. By definition, a 
report is written to inform the readers about something, like an  
evaluation of a project or the results of research.

So what to do if we must “present a report”?

• If the report has recommendations: choose the most important 
one and rephrase it into your key message (we’ll talk about key 
message in much more detail later). 

• If the report doesn’t have recommendations yet does have conclu-
sions, first choose the most important one. Then, ask “So what?” 
to that key conclusion. Lastly, use the answer to start writing the 
key message for your “report” presentation.
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PRINCIPLE 2

We present to persuade.



We present so that the audience agree with our one key message. A 
key message is the one sentence you want your audience to remem-
ber from your presentation, even days after you deliver it. 

In any presentation, it’s never about what you want to say. It’s always 
about what you want your audience to understand.

I deliberately emphasize on the word “one”. A presentation that has 
no key message is pointless. This kind of presentation may have the 
wrong goal, i.e. to inform, not persuade.

Meanwhile, a presentation that has more than one key message is 
confusing and difficult to remember. 

In any presentation, it’s never about 

what you want to say.  
It’s always about what you want 

your audience to understand.
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PRINCIPLE 3

We present to convey one key message.



More often than not, we want more than just the audience’s agree-
ment. Besides agreement, we want them to do something in our fa-
vor.

In other words, we present to move our audience from their Starting 

Point (what they’re thinking or feeling or doing now) to an End Point 
(what they will think or feel or do after they agree with our key 
message).

This means we must answer these questions clearly and specifically 
before starting to write the content of the presentation:

• What’s the Starting Point for my audience?

• What’s the End Point for my audience?
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PRINCIPLE 4

We present to trigger a change in the 
audience.

Starting 
Point

End 
 Point



Psychology findings show that human beings are pre-programmed to 
pay attention to and remember stories. Perhaps this is why morals 
and norms have been and will always be transmitted mainly via sto-
ries. 

This is an important reason why presentations are more powerful if 
they use the same structure as stories.

The classic story structure is as follows:

Act One: 
It’s when the protagonist is introduced and the setting of the 
story is established. It finishes after something that disturbs the 
equilibrium happens, and this incident gives the protagonist a 
challenge.

Act Two:
This is where the protagonist endures trials and tribulations 
while overcoming a challenge.

Act Three:
The climax and resolution happen here. We’ll know if the pro-
tagonist manages to conquer challenge or not.

If we adopt the classic story structure for presentation content, then it 
becomes like this (Atkinson, 2008):

Act One:
The presentation reminds the audience (in this case, they are 
the protagonists) about their base situation. Afterwards, the 
presentation brings in something that disrupts this base. Lastly, 
it spells out the challenge the protagonist is facing.

Act Two:
This is the core structure, where the presentation demonstrates 
how or why the presentation’s key message will help the pro-
tagonist conquers that challenge.

Act Three:
The presentation offers a resolution, in which the protagonist is 
going to be successful in meeting the challenge by agreeing 
with the key message. 
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PRINCIPLE 5

Presentations should adopt the classic 
story structure.



PowerPoint or Keynote is not the software to develop presentation 
content. They are also not the tools to convert your slides into a tele-
prompter.

PowerPoint and Keynote are tools to create slides. Slides are visual 
aids, only a vessel for your content. The role of visual aids is to make 
the content of our presentation clearer. If we don’t even have a solid 
idea on what the content is, how can we know what visual aids we 
need? 

In fact, if you prefer to use flip charts or props as your visual aids, 
you can get by without PowerPoint.
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PRINCIPLE 6

Using PowerPoint or Keynote is the last 
thing we do.



The only way to develop the content of a 

presentation is in analogue mode, using low-

tech tools like pens, pencils, paper. In 

addition, I always use sticky notes to record 

my thoughts. We will  have to rearrange  them 

during the process, so  using sticky notes is 

really handy. 

THE  STEPS



Examples of what we need to understand about our audience:

• What’s the name and designation for each person?

• How does each of them process information? Who prefers ‘the 
big picture’ and who prefers detailed explanations? Who 
responds better to quantitative evidence and who responds to 
emotional appeals?

• What role does each person play in your goals for the 
presentation? Who is the final decision maker? Who will influ-
ence him/her?

• What’s in it for each of them to agree with your key message?

If we really understand these things, we’ll know how to make it eas-
ier for them to agree with us. We know the right style of language 
and delivery, the right level of detail, the type of evidence or exam-
ples that we need to support our key message.
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STEP 1

Define the audience.



Remember, the Starting Point is where the audience is now in terms 
of what they are thinking, believing, feeling, or doing (choose one 
that’s most suitable).
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STEP 2

Set the audience’s Starting Point.

Starting 
Point



Again, the End Point is where you want the audience to be after your 
presentation, in terms of their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.
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STEP 3

Set the audience’s End Point.

Starting 
Point

End  
Point



From this step until Step 7, we are going to build Act I of our 
presentation.

What moves the audience from Starting Point to End Point is your 
key message, that single sentence you want your audience to remem-
ber from your presentation.

 
Two good questions we can use to help formulate the key message 
(Mitchell, 2008):

• “If my audience could only remember just one sentence, and 
one sentence only, from my presentation, what would it be?”

• “If I have only 10 seconds to deliver my presentation, what 
would I say?”

I’m showing you an example taken from two articles* written  by an 
economist about a fuel subsidy in Indonesia. 

The audience is the educated, urban middle-class Indonesians who 
like to express their intelligent and socially-sensitive opinions about 
important issues. 

The context is the government’s proposal to cut the fuel subsidy and 
thus, increase fuel price. The government justifies this proposal as the 
necessary measure to prevent budget deficit.

The audience’s starting point is that they suspect the government 
doesn’t have to cut the fuel subsidy because they mistrust the govern-
ment has been mismanaging the budget. 

The writer intends that in the end, the audience will fully support the 
government’s proposal.

The author’s key message is, the fuel subsidy is the wrong policy irre-
spective of its impact to national’s budget. 

* The articles are written by Arianto Patunru from LPEM UI. The blog post can be 
found here  while the op-ed in the newspaper is here.
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STEP 4

Write down the key message.

Starting 
Point

End 
 Point

Key message

http://cafesalemba.blogspot.com/2012/03/its-not-really-about-deficit.html
http://cafesalemba.blogspot.com/2012/03/its-not-really-about-deficit.html
http://www.patunru.org/site/Articles_files/Subsidi%20BBM%20yang%20Keliru.pdf
http://www.patunru.org/site/Articles_files/Subsidi%20BBM%20yang%20Keliru.pdf


Once you formulate your key message, check it if it’s expressed well 
enough by asking the following:

• Is it short enough?  
My rule of thumb: you should be able to tweet your whole key 
message without using TwitLonger.

• Is it simple enough?  
Your audience should be able to repeat the key message accu-
rately –not necessarily word by word, but the meaning stays in-
tact. 

• Is it concrete enough?  
Your audience should be able to visualize the key message in 
their mind.

• Is it unexpected enough?  
You should not tell your audience something they already know. 

• Is the relevance to your audience clear enough?  
You should make it easy for your audience to imagine how agree-
ing with your key message solves their problem or satisfies their 
need.
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STEP 5

Check if the key message is expressed 
well.



Imagine that the audience has listened to your key message. Now 
imagine that they are intrigued and they will want to know more 
about it. What will be the most immediate and pressing questions 
they have for you? 

Write those questions down. They will then form the skeleton of your 
presentation. Answering each of them one by one will build the flesh 
of your presentation. 

If you have cross-examined the key message thoroughly and can 
only come up with one question, it’s alright. On the contrary, what if 
you come up with many questions? Since the audience’s attention 
span is a scarce resource, limit the number of your questions to 
three.

Let’s go back to the previous example about the fuel subsidy in Indo-
nesia. The key message is subsidizing fuel is the wrong policy, irre-
spective of its impact to national’s budget. 

If we interrogate this key message, we’ll see that the most important 
and immediate question are probably: 

• What makes the fuel subsidy a wrong policy? 

• What about The Constitution that mandates the natural resources 
shall be used to the greatest benefit of the people? 

• Will we not make the poor suffer more if the fuel price is raised? 
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STEP 6

Interrogate the key message and write 
down the most important questions.



Each of your answers will be your assertion, a statement of what you 
believe as right. Write each assertion in a full sentence, not as 
phrases in bullet-points.  Again, write in a clear and succinct manner. 

You may have more than one assertion to each question, and that’s 
fine. My rule of thumb is to have a maximum of 3 answers for one 
question. If you have more than 3, you have to select based on how 
relevant each of them to the audience’s need or interest. 

Let’s continue with the fuel subsidy example. Remember that the 
writer’s key message is that subsidizing fuel is a wrong policy, irre-
spective of its impact to the national budget. I will focus on the first 
question that comes up in the previous step’s interrogation,  i.e. 
“What makes it a fundamentally wrong policy?” as this is the most 
important one.

The writer puts forward 3 assertions about the fuel subsidy:

• Fuel subsidy is mostly enjoyed by the rich, not the poor.

• Fuel subsidy takes away money that can be allocated for build-
ing infrastructure in Indonesia, something that should be priori-
tized more.

• Fuel subsidy is bad for the environment, as it hinders innovations 
in clean and renewable energy.
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STEP 7

Write down the answer of each question  
as an assertion. 



We present to convince. To be convincing, presentations need be 
credible. 

Some part of the credibility comes from the way the presenter deliv-
ers the presentation, and the other comes from the content itself. This 
is why we have to support each of our assertions with evidence or 
explanation.

What we can use as evidence (Mitchell, 2008):

• Anecdotes or real-life examples. Anecdotes are powerful because 
they are concrete, thus triggering empathy and stirring emotions, 

• Statistics. Appropriate use of statistics will make you more con-
vincing. Don’t forget to cite the source,

• Endorsement. Choose a person or two who your audience re-
spects or identifies with. Their endorsement can be compelling. 

There are times when an assertion needs to be supported by explana-
tion instead of evidence. This usually happens when the preceding 
question to that assertion starts with “how”. 

What we can use for explanations:

• Metaphors or analogies: we draw a parallel from a more familiar 
thing to explain a complex or foreign concept. 

• Diagrams: use them if we want to illustrate processes or relation-
ships. 

If we go back to our example, the writer can back up his assertions 
in the following way:

• “Fuel subsidy is mostly enjoyed by the rich” asks for evidence, 
and the best one will be statistics.

• “Fuel subsidy takes away money from more important goal of 
building infrastructure” asks for explanation. The writer can use 
statistics, and also anecdotes from other countries that have 
lower GDP per capita than Indonesia, yet no fuel subsidy, and 
better infrastructure.

• “Fuel subsidy hinders the development of clean and renewable 
energy” asks for explanation. I think a diagram illustrating chains 
of events will be very helpful.
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STEP 8

Support each of your assertions.



The previous 4 steps (Step 4 to Step 7) help you build your Act II or 
the core content of your presentation.

Meanwhile, the following 3 steps (from Step 8 to Step 10) will help 
you develop your Act I. Remember that the purpose of Act I is to re-
mind. 

This is where we’re going to open our presentation. It’s always a 
good idea to open your presentation with something your audience 
will definitely agree with. Therefore, describe their “normal” situation 
using non-controversial fact or statement. 

Examples:

• Brand X has been enjoying tremendous growth in the last 3 
years.

• Lately, the media has not been saying good things about our 
party leader.  
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STEP 9

Write down the audience’s baseline 
situation. 



Something happens, and the equilibrium of the normal situation is 
no more there. This something can come internally or externally of 
the protagonist.

Examples:

• Situation: Brand X has been enjoying tremendous growth in the 

last 3 years.  
Complication: Due to the new regulation, Brand X will have to 
raise its selling price, way above the competitors’.

• Situation: Lately, the media has not been saying good things 

about our party candidates.   
Complication: Technocrat Z who is known to be clean and com-
petent decides to join our party.
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STEP 10

Write down the complication that disrupts 
the baseline situation.



As previously mentioned, the complication interrupts the normal 
situation of the protagonist. The protagonist receives and accepts a 
challenge to restore the equilibrium. We need to remind the 
audience of what their challenge or goal is.

Some examples:

• Situation: Brand X has been enjoying tremendous growth in the 

last 3 years.  
Complication: Due to the new regulation, Brand X will have to 

raise its selling price, way above the competitors’. 
Challenge: How can we reinforce consumers’ preference to 
Brand X so they won’t stop buying it? 

• Situation: Lately, the media has not been saying good things 

about our party candidates.   
Complication: Technocrat Z who is known to be clean and com-

petent decides to join our party.  
Challenge: How can we capitalize on Z’s move to demonstrate 
that our party is committed to the reformation agenda?
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STEP 11

Write down the challenge that the 
audience is facing as a question.



The challenge is written as a question. Your key message should be 
the direct answer to it. 

If we do each step thoughtfully, we will not get a mismatched 
challenge and key message. If we experience this mismatch, please 
repeat Step 1 of this guide.
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STEP 12

Check if your key message directly 
answers the challenge.



Remember that we present because we want the audience to do 
something in our favor after agreeing with our key message. This is 
why we need to end our presentation later with a call-to-action. The 
format of a call-to-action is imperative.

To check if you have the right call-to-action, compare it with your 
key message. You should be able to see that if you change your key 
message into imperative, it will have a strong link with the call-to-
action. 
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STEP 13

Write down the audience’s End Point in the 
call-to-action format.
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STEP 14

Re-arrange what you have written down, 
using the Presentation Content Diagram.

Situation Complication Challenge

Key message

Question Question Question

Assertion Assertion Assertion

Evidence/
Explanation

Evidence/
Explanation

Evidence/
Explanation

Key message

Call-to-action

Act I

Act II

Act III



You can skip this step if you decide not to use any visual aids in your 
presentation, and that’s OK.

Remember: you are still in analogue mode in this step. Don’t go to 
computer or slide-maker software yet.

We develop a storyboard to determine 

• If and when we need signposts for the presentation,

• If and when we need visual aids. 

The general rule of thumb in developing storyboard is

• One slide conveys only one idea,

• Always try to come up with fewest slides possible. 

The audience’s attention span is limited. If you feel you need an extra 
slide in your storyboard, always ask, “Will my presentation be 
clearer or persuasive with this additional slide?” If not, you don’t 
need that extra slide. 

What kind of slides should we consider making? My slide show nor-
mally consists of:

• A slide for the title of the presentation and presenter’s name,

• Slides to signpost the structure of the presentation (e.g. the 
challenge, the key message, the assertions),

• Slides to visualize evidence and explanations,

• Slides to introduce new terms or concepts,

• Slides to emphasize important concepts.

Don’t be afraid if we have slides without pictures, or if we have only 
one sentence, or even one word on it. Don’t just add pictures or text 
because of the fear of empty space. 
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STEP 15

Develop a storyboard if you need slides for 
your visual aids.



You have written a solid content plan for your presentation.  Now it’s 
time to create the slide show as our visual aids for the content, using 
Keynote or PowerPoint.

Again, this step is not necessary if you decide not to use any visual 
aids in your presentation.

If you have completed this step, you have finished developing the 
content your presentation and the visual aids it needs. Congratula-
tions.

If you want to learn more about how to make your slides look clear 
and beautiful, I recommend you the following books:

• Presentation Zen Design: Simple Design Principles and Tech-
niques to Enhance Your Presentations by Garr Reynolds (New Rid-
ers, 2010)

• slide:ology: The Art and Science of Creating Great Presentations 
by Nancy Duarte (O’Reilly, 2008)
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STEP 16

Use slide-maker software to develop your 
visual aids for presentation.



EPILOGUE



Keep practicing and pass it on.

It makes me happy to introduce the method to develop the content 
for persuasive presentations to you.

My happiness will continue growing if using this method becomes 
your habit whenever you have to present something. 

Imagine that less people will spend less time delivering and attend-
ing pointless presentations with hideous slides used as teleprompter.

And my ultimate happiness –well, at least the one that’s related to 
this article—is when you teach this method to others because you 
have found it useful.
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